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About This Game

Theatre of War 2: Africa 1943 covers the events of 1943 in Tunisia, North Africa. Recovering from their losses after the
crushing defeat and subsequent retreat after the Second Battle of El-Alamein, the German Afrika Korps - reinforced and now

supported by the Italian Army - prepare once more to put steel against steel with the Allies. The Axis forces, under the
command of the legendary General Erwin Rommel, have an all too brief opportunity to seize victory from the clutches of their

earlier failures. Players will lead Rommel’s Afrika Korps in their last full-scale military campaign and command the English and
American armies as they try to push the Axis forces out of Africa once and for all.

House to house urban combat

Animated hand-to-hand fighting

Anti-air vehicles and stationary anti-aircraft mounts to control

Smoke screens

Different types of trenches, sand bags, road blocks and barbed wire emplacements are now available (to defending units
only) and can be placed by the player before the battle starts

Advanced unit formations control
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Improved soldier A.I. (e.g. soldiers will independently search for cover and share heavy weapons ammo)

Improved complex infantry damage system

New advanced visual spotting system accounts for observation angles and smoke screens

Online Game Server Browser

Improved visuals and sound, with new soldier and vehicle models, new sounds and music, and all new explosion effects
and animations.

15 missions in three campaigns – German, American and British - including famous battles such as Kasserine Pass, Sidi
Bou Zid, Sbeitla and Tebessa.

Mission Editor to create your own scenarios

Interactive Tactical Battle Map

Over 50 different vehicle types

Over 30 new unique buildings
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Title: Theatre of War 2: Africa 1943
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
1C Entertainment
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Theatre of War
Release Date: 24 Apr, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HDD

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 6600 or ATI Radeon X800

Sound: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

English,Russian
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Serafinas Crown was a very pleasant surprise. It's a sequel to Serafinas Saga (sadly, not on steam), but it's not necessary to play
the first game. I didn't and had no problems to follow the story at all.

The strongest point are the characters. They were very different from each other and felt like real people. Not-so-professional
writers tend to let all their characters sound pretty much the same, no matter how old they are or what background they have.
Not so in Serafinas Crown.
The story was very good, there were lots of options to solve given problems, and different outcomes to it. I won't spoil anything
here.
There's partial, really nice voice acting as well.

The only thing people might dislike is the artwork, although I have to say I didn't mind it. It might be a bit rough, but it's still
nice. The CGs felt a bit out of place, but I couldn't care less.

I played the game 5 times to get all the achievments and all endings (skipping parts I already read), and it took me about 16
hours to do so.. Mon premier jeu sur AMIGA1200 (un bon petit jeu) en 2d. The game itself delivers on it's main selling point,
being slaying orcs.
The biggest drawback however, is that the game glitches out during the final boss fight, forcing you to stay in the cutscene and
stopping at 3 graves. Players are unable to actually play the final boss fight and complete the game, which is quite bad.

I'd be all ears to hear if someone has managed to fix this issue or resolve it, or whether or not it's luck based on whether the
game glitches out for you. All in all i enjoyed the first few levels, but, the final boss glitch ruins this game for me.
. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=m50sG8sayeI

Video containing my full thoughts:

TLDW: This game is alright, I think it's more consistently funnier than previous games, but I feel like the concept wasn't as
well explored as it should've been.

I would've liked a plot-line involving battling a hacker, and multiple different routes you could take through a map leading you
to different hilarious endings.

It's ok for what it is and I feel Alain is still trying here. I think if he made an effort to make his games just a bit longer, that
would open up a lot more comedy potential. Cheers.. GOOD GAME, I DONT LIKE BANANAS EITHER. i got something to
say. Super fun :( But we never could play more than 3 players the 4th player would just be kicked for no reason at all.. The
concept of Epic Manager was great, but unfortunately the execution is much less exciting. The pace is slow, the rules are
somewhat overcomplicated without being very deep. It's a very casual game that I'd probably happily play on a phone or tablet,
but as it is not really worth the time investment.
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I would love to play this game. It sounds great, but unfortunately I cant get past the title screen.

i7 @3.2Ghz
8GB RAM
Win 10
Nvidia 1060. load of♥♥♥♥♥♥ getting castrated would be more fun!. The whole game is game of chance. IT SUCKS.. Fun
little sim game. Sort of Like Reigns but more complex. I look forward to seeing what the dev does next as far as updates and
even their next project. :-). really fun but an annoying game.. I really don't know, I paid for the game and NOW I CAN'T PLAY
THE DUMB GAME! PLUS, I cannot find a contact number to call to resolve this issue! I guess they just got me for $9.99.!!!!!
Good Luck If U purchase this!. fun but, would only recommed buying at a discounted price due to the lenght of the game and
options.. I've only played this game for 24 minutes as of writing this review, but I've grasped the concept and am certain that I've
experienced everything.

The Good
* Cute artstyle
* Unique control scheme
* Easy to learn, hard to master
* 50 levels
* Low price
* Survival mode that extends your playtime

The Bad
* Some achievements are pretty grindy, like buying all of the helicopters
* The hitbox seems to slightly bigger than the helicopter itself actually is.

It's a fun, cheap game. No regrets. I'll be playing this for a few hours in total most likely
Overall
6\/10. This soundtrack wouldn't be out of place in an epic action flick.
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